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An excellent, concise method for fiddling. Appropriate for children, this text also will prepare the fiddler for transition into
classics. Widely used by string teachers!
Seasoned piano educator Gail Smith offers this beginning-level piano method employing gospel, Christmas and sacred
tunes. This volume begins with an introduction to elementary note reading on the piano. A brief dictionary of musical
terms and basic piano chord encyclopedia are included. Carefully sequenced exercises and arrangements allow the
student to progress gradually from simple arrangements to more elaborate settings, gradually incorporating right and left
hand fills and patterns. In order to illustrate various arranging concepts, some tunes are shown in two settings-one
simple, the other more complex. This is a great book to be used with or without lessons to learn the art of piano
improvisation. on the 99-track CD (sold separate or in a book/cd set), the author talks and plays through the entire book.
the author's goal is to encourage students to create their own gospel piano arrangements.
Revised and expanded edition. It now ranks as one of the very best introductory rock guitar methods available. the
student will learn licks, phrases, solos, bass runs, and power chords in the keys of E, F, G, A, D, B flat, and C! Also
included is a special section by Mark Lonergan on performing licks and riffs, rock techniques such as tapping, bending,
double stops, etc., and some great solo ideas! In notation and tablature. Note- reading ability is not necessary! In
standard notation and tablature. the recording is in stereo play-along format and features a rock band accompaniment
(complete with horns). the Mark Lonergan section highlights Mark's excellent guitar demonstration and performance of
rock concepts.
(Book). We proudly present the fifth edition of Maurice J. Summerfield's highly acclaimed ultimate reference book on the
classical guitar. This brand new book features all the original biographical entries updated with new photographs where
applicable, plus 100 new biographical entries in the players, composers and makers section for a total of over 485. This
new edition gives the reader a full and clear picture of the classical guitar's development since the beginning of the
nineteenth century. Also included are informative sections on composers, scholars, flamenco guitarists and guitar
makers. The book's collection of several hundred photographs is the most complete to be published in one volume.
There are extensive listings of the most important classical guitar recordings. The final section, Sources of Supply, guides
readers to where they can obtain the books, recordings, music and magazines listed in the book. Without a doubt, this
new edition will be the essential work of reference on the subject of classical guitar for years to come! "My sincere
congratulations to Maurice Summerfield." Andres Segovia
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As Bill Monroe is commonly lauded as the father of bluegrass music, his tunes are standard repertoire and should be
studied and memorized by any serious student of bluegrass. This book is a collection of transcriptions in notation and
tablature taken from classic instrumentals recorded over a span of 40 years, from the early 1940s to the early 1980s. It
functions as a fake book for bluegrassstudents to learn the original melody or to study Monroe's playing style. The
melodies were played by mandolin, fiddle, twin fiddles, or triple fiddles, and are grouped accordingly. Generally included
with the fiddle melody is a transcription of the mandolin break. These transcriptions, along with the discography, will be
animportant resource for any student of bluegrass music
Easy classical arrangements of well-known carols transposed to keys suitable for solo guitar. Original harmonizations are
retained if possible, but chords are sometimes structured to sound full and complete on the guitar.
I became aware of the Dropped D tuning in 1960. It literally exploded my playing. Just by lowering the sixth string down a
tone - from E to D, my guitar sounded so much fuller. The tuning seemed to open up the fingerboard whether playing in
the Keys of D, G or A. An alternating bass sounded huge and dynamic. Over the last 60 years I, as well as guitar playing
friends, have explored playing in Dropped D. From folk and gospel to blues and early jazz to Celtic melodies and
O'Carolan compositions to original instrumental compositions. This collection covers a lot of musical terrain. There's
plenty of musical notes, styles, techniques in these pages. Travel slowly and try to absorb the arrangements one by one.
The constant throughout is the Dropped D tuning. Includes access to online audio,
A collection of tunes representing a diversity of ideas, experiences, and geographic locations, this songbook provides a resource
for use in clinical, educational, recreational, and religious settings. Designed to allow even a beginning guitarist to lead singing, the
songs are written in standard notation with rhythm chord symbols and diagrams. Lyrics are given for all of the songs, with creative
adaptations included with some melodies. Sample guitar accompaniment patterns are given in notation and tablature.
This comprehensive edition contains a wealth of music for virtually every situation and church occasion such as: preludes,
interludes, postludes, prayer time, Communion, offertory, Christmas, Easter, Father's Day, funerals, graduation, Mother's Day,
patriotic occasions, Thanksgiving, weddings, missionary conferences, as well as pieces for children's programs, special solos that
require a more advanced technique, and some contemporary piano pieces. Selections include: A Mighty Fortress Is Our God; Am I
A Soldier of the Cross?; Brethren, We Have Met to Worship; God Moves in a Mysterious Way; More About Jesus; God So Loved
the World; Standing on the Promises; Peace, Perfect Peace; Amazing Grace; and more. Standard notation.
Eleven beautiful solos on favorite hymns and traditional sacred melodies. the selections are appropriate for worship celebrations
throughout the church year. the keyboard accompaniment complements the violin part, and sometimes takes the melody while the
violin plays a descant. Intermediate in difficulty, some pieces include double stops, use flat keys, and require mutes. These solos
will enrich any worship setting.
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"Generous and big-hearted, Gauthier has stories to tell and worthwhile advice to share." —Wally Lamb, author of I Know This Much
Is True "Gauthier has an uncanny ability to combine songwriting craft with a seeker’s vulnerability and a sage’s wisdom.” —Amy
Ray, Indigo Girls From the Grammy nominated folk singer and songwriter, an inspiring exploration of creativity and the redemptive
power of song Mary Gauthier was twelve years old when she was given her Aunt Jenny’s old guitar and taught herself to play with
a Mel Bay basic guitar workbook. Music offered her a window to a world where others felt the way she did. Songs became lifelines
to her, and she longed to write her own, one day. Then, for a decade, while struggling with addiction, Gauthier put her dream away
and her call to songwriting faded. It wasn’t until she got sober and went to an open mic with a friend did she realize that she not
only still wanted to write songs, she needed to. Today, Gauthier is a decorated musical artist, with numerous awards and
recognition for her songwriting, including a Grammy nomination. In Saved by a Song, Mary Gauthier pulls the curtain back on the
artistry of songwriting. Part memoir, part philosophy of art, part nuts and bolts of songwriting, her book celebrates the redemptive
power of song to inspire and bring seemingly different kinds of people together.
Without a hint of condescension, this book/CD offers the young classic guitarist a thorough grounding in reading standard notation
in first position. This book was written in the Mel Bay tradition of providing only enough music theory to understand what is
required of the student at any given point in the book. Numerous studies and folksong melodies are presented with suggested
chord changes for accompaniment by a teacher or a second student guitarist. Includes guides to purchasing a classic guitar,
proper posture and hand positions, tuning the guitar, and much more. A companion CD is included. Written in standard notation
only.
Hymns Made Easy for Violin is a collection of favorite traditional hymns with guitar accompaniment, suitable for church, teaching or
recreational settings. The material includes violin parts and bowing indications in first position, with guitar chord names written
above the staff. All the arrangements in this book are compatible with Hymns Made Easy for Viola and Hymns Made Easy for
Cello.
98 favorite hymns, gospel songs, and spirituals arranged in several different keys for diatonic, cross harp, or chromatic harmonica
solo. In notation only. the book will give many hours of playing pleasure to the beginner as well as the advanced performer.
A magnificent collection of the greatest ancient music for the Christmas season arranged for solo acoustic guitar in standard
notation and tablature. These tasteful settings are presented in three sections according to their level of difficulty- easy,
intermediate, or advanced. In addition to plain chants- carols, hymns, and motets in a variety of forms are included. This book
contains 30 solo guitar arrangements with extensive program notes and lyrics, translated in English from the original language.
Includes access to online audio from Gerard Garno's recordings entitled A Guitar for the Holidays and O Magnum Mysterium.Ê
A quick study in the most popular fiddle styles played today, this 96 page text covers basic fiddling techniques and tunes in Old
Time, Bluegrass, Contest, Western Swing, Cajun and Irish/Celtic music. the text will benefit both players who wish to expand their
knowledge of fiddling and musicians who are seeking the right tunes from a variety of styles combined into one book. Companion
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CD included.
These twenty hymns for the beginning piano student are arranged in the easiest position, with both thumbs on middle C. There are
some simple harmony and contrary motion, and the smallest rhythmic unit is an eighth note. As students progress through the
book, the pieces start to use accidentals, which are written in as needed rather than in a key signature. Gradually, they are
introduced to stretches and crossovers, key signatures up to three flats, and time signatures other than 4/4. Lyrics are included.
Recommended for hymn playing by the Federation of Music Clubs.
This collection includes 34 great gospel favorites, well-known hymns and old-time spirituals especially arranged in standard
notation and tablature for the mandolin. Several of the tunes are arranged for solo mandolin, while others are designed to be
played with guitar accompaniment. Standard chord symbols are provided for accompaniment. the included CD presents all 34
tunes, many with guitar backup.
(Guitar Recorded Versions). From Booker T. & The MG's to the Blues Brothers, Otis Redding, and more, Steve Cropper has
defined R&B guitar. Includes photos, a bio, and 22 songs: (Sittin' on) The Dock of the Bay * In the Midnight Hour * Knock on Wood
* Soul Man * and more.
Grade 2 explores more complex rhythms in carefully graded solo and duet settings with parallel lessons in music theory- just
enough to keep students up to speed in terms of what they are expected to play. the book begins with a review of playing in the
key of C major but soon goes to F major/D minor followed by D major/B minor. Written in standard notation only. A companion
double CD set is available for this book.
(Educational Piano Library). Piano Fun Classical Favorites for Adult Beginners is a collection of lead sheets and arrangements for
the beginning pianist who has learned to read music and wants to play easy arrangements of familiar melodies. The price of this
book includes access to beautifully orchestrated accompaniments for every song and a separate track for the lead sheet and
realized arrangement. These accompaniments are available for download or streaming using the unique code printed inside the
book. Includes: Canon in D * Carmen Suite No. 1 (Intermezzo) * Etude, Op. 10, No. 3 * Evening Prayer * Fur Elise * Largo *
Liebestraum (Dream of Love) * O Mio Babbino Caro * Piano Sonata No. 14 ("Moonlight") * Polovetzian Dance * Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paganini * Sheep May Safely Graze * Swan Lake * To a Wild Rose.
This beginner's method for 12-string guitar by veteran guitarist Tommy Flint covers all of the basics for getting started. Topics include tuning
and strings; reading chord diagrams, notation and tablature; blues; triplets; slurs; slides; melody playing on the 1st and 2nd strings; two and
three part harmony; movable chords; and rolls. Numerous solos give the student a chance to practice the skills being taught. the companion
CD is a helpful audio tool for attaining the correct sound.
Made famous by the legendary Jerry Byrd, the C6 tuning [CEGACE] for the non- pedal lap steel guitar has many advantages due to its
versatility. The tuning isespecially useful in playing two and three-string chord combinations and for easy single-string passages. Patience,
dedication and many hours of practice areneeded to perfect the slant bar positions, especially the reverse slants, but the end result is well
worth the effort. This excellent text, written by Steel Guitarand Country Music Hall of Fame member DeWitt Scott, is written in standard
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notation and tablature
Pedal steel innovator Scotty Scott handpicked these 23 classic gospel tunes for their ease in playing. Written in standard notation and
tablature. E9 tuning. Audio available online.
This collection of 146 fingerstyle transcriptions and arrangements covers a wide variety of styles including dozens of popular and jazz
standards as well as blues and country songs, sea chanteys, folk ballads, sacred, gospel and Christmas melodies, Celtic and patriotic tunes,
children's songs, classical and wedding music, and select Piburn originals. the book is designed as a resource for guitarists in virtually any
solo performance situation. the result of years of experience as an arranger/composer and performing guitarist, this book provides a goldmine
of tunes for the fingerstyle player. from Greensleeves and the Girl I left Behind Me to 'Round Midnight and the Girl from Ipanema, this
comprehensive anthology has it all. You'll be able to compile your set lists for a broad array of venues from this single source! Intermediate to
advanced in difficulty with all tunes appearing in standard notation and tablature.
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright
claim (the name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for registration, the copyright date, the copyright registration number,
etc.).
A comprehensive chromatic harmonica method by noted writer and clinician Phil Duncan. Contains excellent harmonica arrangements of 60
tunes ranging in style from light classics to folk and country.
This is the flagship book in Mel Bay's new Achieving Guitar Artistry series. Herein you will find an extensive collection of linear pieces with
interesting melodic content. Frequent performance of these etudes will not only enhance technique, but offer the guitarist a wonderful
opportunity to improve tone, touch and lyrical phrasing. We suggest playing each etude at a slow tempo at first, the goal being to achieve a
clear and beautiful tone on every note. The next objective is to develop a sense of lyrical completeness to each musical phrase. Make the
phrases sing! Once you have achieved the desired quality of tone and expression, increase the tempo to work on the technique. Mel Bay's
Guitar Journals - Mastering the Fingerboard: The Reading Book (MB20903) would make an ideal supplement to Linear Guitar Etudes as it
presents etudes in all keys and positions. The pieces in Linear Guitar Etudes are multi-positional. That is, the player will be required to move
from position to position on the fingerboard. The music is presented in standard notation only, with left-hand fingering included on the more
complex passages, and circled numbers to indicate the strings where certainnotes and passages are to be played. These etudes sound good
on both nylon and steel-string guitars, and will be a valuable addition to the music library of any guitarist, enhancing their abilities regardless
of the style of music played.

The Romance Anonimo ("Anonymous Romance") is one of the most popular pieces in the classical guitar repertoire. Also
known as Spanish Romance, Romance de Amor, Jeux interdits and Estudio de Rubira, this 19th century work has
continually delighted lovers of the instrument around the world and hasbecome a standard part of guitar pedagogy. In this
Mel Bay publication guitarist/composer Rico Stover offers his original composition Romance Variations in a 25 page
score of the work with accompanying audio. Different "flavors" of guitar styles are heard in thesevariations which are
inspired by guitarists/composers whom Rico admires: Mateo Carcassi, Joe Pass, Heitor Villalobos, Luiz Bonfa, Chet
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Atkins and Atahualpa Yupanqui. After a short introduction, the Romance theme is heard, after which the variations
commence. Each variation follows the minor/major pattern: Variation 1: Arpegiado - classical arpeggios Variation 2:
Bordoneo - bass line textures Variation 3: Villalobosiana - in the style of the master Variation 4: Bossanova - Brazilian
syncopations Variation 5: Chet's Pick - country style fingerpicking Variation 6: Aire de Danza - Latin American dance
rhythms The essay "Romance Anonimo: Who Composed It?" explores the different theories regarding the question of
authorship, including an analysis of seven different editions of the Romance that date from 1900 to 1958.
This picture/diagram chord book shows all of the basic chords for four-string or tenor banjo. for all of the major, minor,
seventh, diminished, augmented, and ninth chords there is a photo of the fingering on the banjo fretboard and a diagram.
Major seventh, minor seventh, sixth, minor sixth, seventh augmented fifth, and seventh diminished fifth chords are shown
in diagram form only. the introduction discusses how to hold the banjo, tuning (low to high C- G-D-A), and more. Also
suitable for mandola.
A collection of articles and music transcribed for solo classical guitar gathered from ten years of the popular series in the
journal Soundboard. Each of the music scores is accompanied by an article describing the process of transcription for the
guitar, the history of the music and composer, and performance suggestions. All pieces are fully fingered and suitable for
intermediate to advanced players.
"Achieving Guitar Artistry - Concert Solos" is a collection of 56 solos reflecting awide array of colors, textures and moods.
These were originally written forplectrum or flatpick guitar but may be played by the classical or fingerstyle guitarist. The
solos range in difficulty from intermediate to advanced and will workwonderfully in recital or concert settings. Many of the
solos encourage creativity with tone, expression and phrasing. Others are up-tempo and utilize Latin, jazz, bluegrass and
Celtic rhythms. An ample amount of fingering and string markings are presented on each solo. This is the third book in
the Mel Bay "Achieving Guitar Artistry" series. It follows "Linear Guitar Etudes" and "Triads". The goal of this series is to
present material able to develop the serious guitar student into a very accomplished player.
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